Eg fog lights installation
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Installing new fog lights on your vehicle can greatly improve your visibility in poor weather
conditions. Installing fog lights will be different on every car model. Follow these general steps
for a guide on getting started. We've been helping billions of people around the world continue
to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Every dollar contributed enables us to keep
providing high-quality how-to help to people like you. Please consider supporting our work with
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methods. Tips and Warnings. Things You'll Need. Related Articles. Method 1 of Check your local
laws. Some areas have restrictions on the type and color of lights you can install. Check your
local regulations to make sure that your new lights are in compliance. Not all fog lights are
approved for road use by the Department of Transportation. Choose your bulb type. There are
three main types of bulbs available for fog lights. Pick the style that you find most useful.
Environmental Protection Agency and Department of Energy focused on educating consumers
about energy efficiency Go to source They also use less energy and are not as prone to
vibration. The downside is their cost, as they are quite a bit more expensive than halogens.
HIDs are popular because the light produced is closer to daytime light. Halogen is the oldest
type of light, but also the most widely available and cheapest to obtain. It is made with a single
filament bulb and halogen gas. These lights typically run hot and are prone to burnouts. Choose
the style of lights. There are a large variety of fog light styles available, but they all break down
into three mounting categories. Decide which style fits your vehicle best. Bumper Mount.
Bumper mount lights fit in specifically designed holes and are usually round or rectangular.
This style is the way that most fog lights come from the factory. Grill Mount. Larger, usually
round. These lights are installed on the front grille or mounted directly behind it. This style is
typically seen more with trucks and SUVs. Rack Mount. Round or rectangular lights. These are
mounted above the vehicle or onto a front brush guard. This style is also seen more with trucks
and SUVs. Method 2 of Make sure your vehicle is parked and turned off. Try to have it on as
level a surface as possible. Engage the parking brake. Open the hood. Bumper mounted fog
lights are typically below the headlights. Check your vehicle manual if you have difficulty
locating them. Disconnect the fog light switch from the housing. It should disconnect by
detaching the clip. Remove the washer, bolt, and nut. This will allow you to remove the fog light
housing. Make sure that you hold on to all your parts until the installation is complete. Remove
the housing. Be careful not to scratch the bumper. If you are installing grille or roof-mounted
lights, lift away from the vehicle to be sure to avoid scratching the roof or body. Insert the new
fog light. The housing should fit into the space left by the old one. If it does not, you may have
purchased the incorrect headlights. Make sure that the bolt holes line up; otherwise you may
have to drill new ones. Insert the bolt. Thread the washer and nut over the bolt, tightening with a
ratchet or wrench. Do not over tighten as you may damage the fog light housing or the vehicle.
The housing should be snug and immobile. Reattach the switch. Reconnect the fog light switch
using the clip. Start the ignition. Test your new lights. Yes No. Not Helpful 8 Helpful Zipties and
electrical conduit. Pay attention and don't let slack fall onto the radiator, fans, belts, or the
engine itself. Not Helpful 0 Helpful 2. How do I install exterior accent lights on a Volkswagen
Jetta where the fog lights go? You'll need, a Dremel to cut out the holes on the front bumper to
be able to mount the lights underneath, and extra wiring connections to tie the lights into your
existing electrical system. As an added idea, consider adding an extra set on the bottom of the
rear bumper to aid in backing up at night. Not Helpful 0 Helpful 1. Pull out the old one and take it
to an auto parts store, they will know what to sell you. Make sure to replace in pairs, and tell
them that they need to be street legal -- fog lights use special bulbs that are physically similar
to, but can be made very powerful, and are designed for off-road use on vehicles like jeeps. I
bought a new set of Blazer headlights. Are brass rings attached by a wire on the bottom of both
lights? I found this odd. But to get to my question: the lights fail to come on. The power switch
lights up, but that's it. Any idea why this is happening? The brass rings are probably intended
to ground the lights. And if they aren't attached to a ground, that's probably why your lights
won't work. Not Helpful 2 Helpful 2. Unanswered Questions. I installed work lights. When it rains
they come on. Why could this be? Include your email address to get a message when this
question is answered. By using this service, some information may be shared with YouTube. If
you are replacing the bulb and not the housing, be sure to replace the bulb with the same type.
Helpful 0 Not Helpful 0. Be sure that the car is completely off before installing new lights.
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We've been helping billions of people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and
thrive for over a decade. Let's do this! Remember Me? Site Navigation. Hella ff fog light
installation -- wiring question. I'm trying to wire in my hella fog lights. The directions the lights
came with are useless. I'd like to wire the lights directly to a switch -- not through high beam or
low beam headlights -- so I can turn them on separately. Does any one have any guidance? Has
anyone done this? Thanks for your help. Originally Posted by vicar. Last edited by TheDurk; at
PM. Thank you. One more question. I'm using this switch: Amazon. Does that change anything
on your diagram? Member's Picture Albums. High beam wiring question. Hi there. I have a
question maybe you guys could help me out with an issue Iam having with my driving light
install. I have performed the drl mod to disable my drl's. I have wired my lights w the supplied
relay per the hella instructions. I tapped my left side high beam fuse, to be a trigger wire for my
relay. My issue is, that everything works fine Except when i turn my headlights off, the hella
lights flicker when i turn the headlight switch off on the steering column. Iam Just curious if
anyone can explain why the trigger wire I installed off my left high beam fuse is getting power
briefly when I turn the headlights off? I appreciate your time and insight. Thanks in advance. I
just installed some hella s. No wiring for fog lights on my 97 Limited but I found existing holes
under the bumper to mount them close to where the stock ones would have gone. They came
with a three prong lighted toggle switch so I used an "add a fuse" with a 3 amp fuse running to
the third clip on the switch. I put it inline with the parking lights so I get the lights on buzzer if I
leave them on and I can't turn them on unless at least the parking lights are on. Attached
Images. Your install looks good! I like having mine wired into the high beams, one less switch to
flip when you have oncoming traffic, just my preference. My issue is my lights flicker when I
turn the headlights off. Just wondering why they are getting power briefly? I tapped through the
Left High beam fuse under the hood. Thanks for your time everyone! Not sure on that issue.
Maybe make sure all your grounds are connected well?. Some residual power somewhere? Are
you using a relay? They can also go bad and cause flickering from what I understand. Hope this
helps. Okay sounds good. I am running the hella relay that comes with the kitt. I will re check
my connections and grounds. Thank you for your insight, I appreciate it. Originally Posted by
SlickTR4. I appreciate your response. When the driving lights are switched on, I installed a
toggle switch on the trigger wire to the relay The driving lights will flicker when I turn my
headlights from on to off. No dash lights or indicator's flickering either. They do not flicker
when I turn the headlights on. The lights operate properly with the high beams and ect. I tapped
my left hand high beam fuse for the trigger wire. The power has to be coming from it. I also have
performed the DRL mod and have them disabled. Any thoughts on this is appreciated. Thank
you for your time. BB code is On. Smilies are On. Forum Rules.
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Originally Posted by vicar I'm trying to wire in my hella fog lights. Find More Posts by TheDurk.
Find More Posts by Quote: Originally Posted by vicar Thank you. Upper light is ON when the
switch is pressed UP. Lower LED is independent and can be wired to separate dash light circuit.
Both LEDs have separate grounds. SlickTR4 Junior Member. Find More Posts by wemslie
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